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A B S R A C T   

All studies regarding the double passages channel use a rigid baffle to separate the two passages. In the current 
paper, we use a flexible separator and inspected its role in enhancing the performance of the heat transfer. The 
cold fluid is forced upward in the channel which is heated isothermally by different temperatures on its walls. A 
flexible sheet is fixed from its two ends and equally separate the channel to two passages. The problem is 
investigated numerically using the finite element method coupled with the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian 
approach. The problem is casted in dimensionless form and several pertained parameters have been inspected, 
like Reynolds number in each passage, elasticity of the separating sheet and the temperature ratio of the channel 
walls. Results are promising where it is found that the enhancement of heat transfer is possible passively in either 
passage with the aid of using a flexible separator rather than rigid separator. A 6% enhancement in the Nusselt 
number of the left passage, which comprises the higher temperature, is obtained by making the separator 
flexible. The flexible sheet is found to increase the pressure drop to 200% in some cases which leading to decline 
the thermal performance criterion to lower than unity. However, the thermal performance criterion TEC was 
feasible in the right passage which subjects to lower temperature.   

1. Introduction 

The field of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is characterized by the 
interaction of complex flow fields and some moving or deformable 
structure, which leads to the multiphysics coupling of the governing 
laws of fluid dynamics and structural mechanics. FSI problems are 
encountered in many applications in engineering sciences, for example 
in wind turbines, membrane industry, solar, nuclear, thermal, aero-
nautics, civil engineering, injection systems or pumps and bio-medicals 
industry [1,2,3]. In thermal engineering applications, the investigations 
are devoted to the forced convection to dissipate more amount of heat. 
The forced convective flow in horizontal or vertical channels has been 
discussed and analyzed frequently by many researchers due to the ap-
plications in various engineering process such as heat exchangers, 
cooling of electronic devices, gas-cooled nuclear, reactors chemical 

processing equipment and others, see for example [4,5,6,7]. 
Cheng [8] investigated analytically the thermally and hydrody-

namically fully developed flow in an asymmetric heated channel. The 
channel was partitioned into two horizontal passages with the help of 
baffle. Three types of boundary conditions were analyzed, namely; 
isothermal-isothermal, isothermal-isoflux and isoflux-isoflux. It was 
concluded that the thermal characteristics of the flow were significantly 
affected the pressure gradient ratio, position of the baffle and thermal 
boundary conditions. Salah El-Din [9] discussed the fully developed 
flow with laminar convection in a vertical passage channel, which was 
divided into two passages by using the thin plate baffle. The study 
demonstrated that the mounted baffle may significantly improve the 
heat transfer accordingly to the position of the baffle and value of Gr/Re. 
Salah El-Din [10] in another article, inspected the effect of the attached 
conductive baffle on the laminar convection in a double passage channel 
at different wall temperatures. He observed that higher heat transfer 
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rate can be achieved for the baffle when it is near the hot wall. Kumar 
et al. [11] explored the natural convection of Walter’s fluid character-
istics in a wavy and vertically fixed double-passage channel considering 
the heat source. Two passages were made with the help of thin and 
conductive plane baffle and thus the fluid flow in each passage has its 
own pressure gradient leading to individual inflow velocity. The line-
arization technique was employed to obtain the solution of the coupled 
nonlinear partial differential equation. They observed that the wave 
number, viscoelastic and amplitude parameter suppresses the skin fric-
tion at the wavy wall whereas the heat transfer increased by the wave 

number at the flat wall. Kumar and Umavathi [12] obtained and 
analyzed the analytical solution for the problem of mixed convection 
heat and mass transport in a vertical and chemically reactive double 
passage channel. The vertical channel was partitioned into two passages 
by means of a baffle so that each passage has individual flow fields, 
temperature and concentration fields. It was demonstrated that both 
thermal, mass Grashoff numbers and Brinkman number accelerated the 
flow field while the chemical reaction parameter slows down the fluid 
motion for all baffle positions. Kumar et al. [13] investigated the fully 
developed natural convective flow of Walter’s fluid model in a double 
passage fixed vertically and saturated with porous medium under 
asymmetric constant wall temperatures. A perturbation technique and 
long wave approximation were employed to get the approximate 

Nomenclature 

Dh hydraulic diameter of the channel 
ds displacement vector 
E dimensionless elasticity modulus 
Es dimensional elasticity modulus 
f friction factor 
g gravitational acceleration 
k thermal conductivity 
Kr thermal conductivity ratio 
L length of the channel 
Nu Nusselt number 
p pressure 
Pr Prandtl number 
Re Reynolds number 
Ri Richardson number 
T temperature 
t time 
W width of each passage 
W moving coordinate velocity vector 
u velocity vector 
x,y Cartesian coordinates 

Greek symbols 
αr thermal diffusivity ratio 
β thermal expansion coefficient 

ΔP Pressure difference 
θ dimensionless temperature 
ϑ Poisson’s ratio 
ρ Density 
σ stress tensor 

Subscripts 
av Average 
c Cold 
f fluid 
h Hot 
i Passage index 
in Inlet 
L left 
o Reference case of rigid separator 
R right 
r Ratio 
s Solid 

Abbreviations 
ALE arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian 
FEM Finite element method 
LP Left passage 
RP Right passage 
TEC Thermal enhancement criterion  

Fig. 1. Schematic of the problem.  

Table 1 
Grid indecency test for ReL = 300, ReR = 200, RiL = RiR = 1, E = 105 and Pr =
0.71.  

Grid Nusselt Number averaged (space 
and time) along the vertical walls 

Pressure drop averaged along 
the passage inlet and time 

Nuav-left solid 
wall 

Nuav-right 
solid wall 

ΔP-left 
passage 

ΔP-right 
passage 

1 10,473 7.35890390 2.62142145 0.93984317 0.83301748 
2 11,243 7.40301510 2.60422998 0.93310732 0.81465459 
3 12,227 7.33849841 2.61655779 0.90871309 0.81562152 
4 12,851 7.35185284 2.60901944 0.91978522 0.82125160 
5 17,875 7.33824424 2.60859055 0.91709664 0.83245873  

Table 2 
Validation of the present code with Salah El-Din [10].  

Y* Local Nusselt number at y = 1 and x = 0.5b Percentage Error 

Present Salah El-Din [10] 

0.6 5.39 5.23 3% 
0.8 10.19 10.20 0.09%  
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solution of the problem. The approximated results showed that the flow 
field could be significantly influenced by the wall temperature ratio, 
buoyant force, wave number and viscoelastic parameter in a double- 
passage channel. Umavathi et al. [4] performed the heat and mass 
transfer analysis in vertical double-passage channel subjected to an 
applied electric field. a thin conducting baffle was utilized to divide the 
channel in two passages. The computed results revealed that Brinkman 
number, thermal and solutal Grashof number enhanced the flow field 
while the chemical reaction and Hartmann number suppressed the fluid 
flow. Moreover, it was also noticed that the baffle position plays a 
dominant role in heat transfer enhancement. Serval other investigation 
regarding the fluid-structure interactions (FSI) can be found in [14–20]. 
Including the combined effects of FSI and nanofluids filling enclosures, 
the works of Selimefendigil and Öztop [21], Selimefendigil et al. [22] 
and Selimefendigil and Öztop [23] have deduced the deterioration of the 
local and average Nusselt numbers as the Rayleigh number regarding 
the internal heat generation (internal Rayleigh number) increases. 
While the external Rayleigh number contributes in boosting the local 
and average heat transfer. 

Tao [24] discussed the mixed convection flow with fully developed 
flow characteristics in a parallel plate vertical channel having constant 
axial wall temperature. Aung and Worku [25] performed the analysis for 
developing and fully developed mixed convective flow in a vertical 
channel subjected to reversal flow conditions. Saravani et al. [26] 
explored the impact of the different guide vane configurations on the 
improvement of heat transfer in U-duct type two-passage channel along 
with parallel ribs. Liu et al. [27] carried out the numerical and experi-
mental investigation of fluid flow and heat transfer in in a rectangular 
channel with perforated ribs. Three different perforated ribbed ar-
rangements were analyzed. Selimefendigil and Öztop [28] analyzed the 
thermal management of forced convective nanoliquid flow in channel 
past the heated blocks. Chakraborty et al. [29] explored the complex 
fluid-structural interactions between the fluid and a deformable wall. 
Ameur [30] discussed the performance of corrugated baffles attached 
with a rectangular channel heat exchanger. 

From the aforementioned review, the research gap has been 

Fig. 2. Validation of the upward velocity component for fully developed flow 
in a vertical double passage channel Salah El-Din [10]. 

Table 3 
Verification of the present code with Singh et al. [35].  

Ri Nusselt number Percentage error 

Singh et al. [35] Present 

− 1.0 4.84 4.84 0.041 
− 0.5 4.83 4.86 0.62 
− 0.1 4.81 4.86 1 
0 4.8 4.86 1.2 
0.1 4.78 4.88 2.1 
0.5 4.88 4.92 0.8 
1 5.06 4.98 1.6  

Fig. 3. Validation of the present code with Khanafer et al. [36].  
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highlighted that is the flexible baffle has not been used in splitting the 
double passage channel. Thus, the main focus of present paper is to 
analyze the thermal performance of a vertical double-passage channel 
separated by a flexible thin sheet. The partial differential equations 
governing the proposed problem are converted into system of non-linear 
algebraic equations by using GFEM. Impact of the controlling parame-
ters such as the Reynolds number for the left and right passages, 
dimensionless modulus of elasticity and temperature ratio. To the best of 
authors` knowledge, this study has not yet been considered. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Fig. 1 shows upward flow into a double-passage vertical channel. The 
channel is separated by a very thin elastic sheet. The two ends of the 
elastic sheet are fixed and its thermal conductivity is taken as very large 
as 700–1000 times of the flowing fluid to transmit the heat between the 
two passages perfectly. The width of each passage is W (measured from 
the fixed end of the elastic wall) and the length of the overall channel is L 
where(L/W = 10). The left rigid wall is fixed at hot temperature (T =

Th), while the right wall of the channel is kept at lower temperature (T =
Tc). The fluid entering the passages is considered incompressible and 
forced by Uin,L and Uin,R into the left and right passages, respectively, 
while its temperature is fixed at the lowest temperature (T = To). 
Properties of fluid and elastic sheet are considered constant except the 
density of the fluid which is responsible on the buoyancy force. Varia-
tions in the z-direction is presumed to be inconsequential; therefore, the 
fluid flow and thermal profiles are 2-dimensional. To track the flow and 
the oscillation of the separating sheet, the equations governing the 
problem are solved transiently. 

For fluid; 
Continuity equation: 

∇.ui = 0 (1) 

Momentum equation: 

∂ui

∂t +(ui − w).∇ui = − ∇Pi+
1
Rei

∇2ui +(Ri θ)i (2) 

Energy equation: 

∂θi
∂t +(ui − w).∇θi =

1
Rei Pr

∇2θi (3) 

For elastic sheet; 
For very thin sheet, its weight can be ignored and thus, the volu-

metric force balance can be written as: 

E
ρr
d2ds
dt2

− ∇σ = 0 (4) 

Energy equation: 

∂θ
∂t = αr∇2θ (5) 

The subscript i refers to either left or right stream, Pr = vf
αf 

is the 

Prandtl number, Rii = Gr
Re2

i 
is the Richardson number, Gr = gβ(Th − Tc) W3

ν2
f 

is 

Grashof number, Rei =
(uin)i W

vf 
is the Reynolds number, E =

ρf (u2
in)i

Es 
is the 

dimensionless elasticity modulus of the flexible sheet, θ = T− To
Th − To 

is the 

dimensionless temperature, ρr =
ρf
ρs 

is the density ratio and αr is the 
thermal expansion ratio. The vectors u and w represent the fluid and 
coordinates velocities, respectively. 

Boundary and initial conditions  

1. u = 0, θ = 0 and σ = 0 at t = 0

2. θ =
Th − To
Th − To

= 1 on the left solid wall

3. θ =
Tc − To
Th − To

= rt on the right solid wall

4. θ = 0, u = (0, 1) at the inlet of both passages

5.
∂θ
∂y =

∂u
∂y = 0, p = 0 at the outlet of both passages

6. u = (0, 0) on the solid walls of the channel

(6) 

The no-slip and the stress continuity boundary conditions of the 
fluid-structure interaction on the elastic wall are: 

u =
∂ds
∂t ,

∂θf
∂n = Kr

∂θs
∂n (7) 

where Kr is the ratio of thermal conductivity of the sheet to that of 

Fig. 4. Velocity magnitude (upper row) and isotherms (lower row) for different 
values of rt = 0.1 (left), 0.3(center), 0.5(right) for ReL = 300, ReR = 200 and E 
= 105. 
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the fluid (ks/kf) 

1
E

σ.n = − p+
1
Rei

∇u (8) 

The well-known interested quantities that serves in evaluating the 
heat transfer and the overall performance are: 

The average Nusselt number along either vertical wall 

Nu(t)av =
1
L

∫L

0

∂θ
∂x dy (9) 

The space and time averaged Nusselt number 

Nuav =
1
tf

∫tf

0

Nu(t)avdt (10) 

Where tf is the total time of computation. 
and 
The thermal enhancement criterion serves in comparing the gain in 

the convective heat transfer with resulting pressure drop as shown in 
Equ. (11). In this study, the subscript “o” refers to the case of stiff non 
deformable separator sheet. 

TEC =
Nuav/Nuo
(f/fo)

1
3

(11)  

f =
2ΔpDh
ρu2

inL
(12) 

Hence, f/fo = Δp/Δpo 
The subscript “o” refers to a channel of rigid walls. This channel is 

simulated by high value of Elasticity modulus (E). 

3. Numerical solution 

The oscillation of the flexible sheet deforms the domain of fluid in 
both passages thus, a robust numerical treatment for moving boundary 
is mandatory. As such, the efficient scheme of arbitrary Lagrangian- 
Eulerian (ALE) implemented along with the Finite element method 
(FEM) is adopted for this task. Consequently, the governing equations of 
non-dimensional form (Equs. (1) to (5)) have been converted to the 
weak form and then discretized within the entire domain. The features, 
which motivated us to elect the FEM-ALE method, are reported in 
[31–34]. The adopted criterion for the accuracy of the numerical 

solution is that the error, of a given parameter, between two successive 
iterations should not exceed 0.001, where: 
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
Γn+1 − Γn

Γn+1

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ ≤ 0.001 (13)  

where the iteration number is assigned by n and the various dependent 
parameters u, θ and ds are assigned by Γ. 

To define the complex boundary conditions precisely, unstructured 
mesh with triangular shape elements were implemented. To verify the 
independency of the numerical results on the size of the mesh, five grids 
were checked by calculating the average Nusselt numbers and pressure 
drops on both solid walls of the channel. The test was undertaken at ReL 
= 300, ReR = 200, RiL = RiR = 1, E = 105 and Pr = 0.71 and the con-
sequences are portrayed in Table 1. Based on the speed of convergence 
and the accuracy of the solution, we proposed and used the grid which 
have a number of elements of 17,875 and the step of time of 0.1. 

To promote the validity of the numerical solution, three previously 
different cases published by three different authors have been checked 

Fig. 5. Average Nusselt number for different values of rt for both left and right 
walls, for ReL = 300, ReR = 200 and E = 105. 

Fig. 6. Velocity magnitude (upper row) and isotherms (lower row) for different 
values of ReL = 100 (left), 300(center), 500(right) for ReR = 200, rt = 0.5 and E 
= 105. 
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using the current numerical code. The first case is a laminar fully 
developed flow in a double passage vertical channel divided by a thin 
stiff baffle and subjected to two different constant temperatures, Salah 
El-Din [10]. The results show that the Nusselt number on the hot wall 
(Table 2) is in very good agreement for two positions of the baffle. 
Moreover, the distribution of the upward velocity in both passages are 
also similar to the present outcomes as shown in Fig. 2. The second case 
is a dimensionless upward flow in a vertical channel including a cylinder 
heated by constant temperature (Singh et al. [35]). The Reynolds 
number is set at 100 in the channel and the Pr = 0.7. The results are 
tabulated in Table 3 which depicts very accepted percentage errors with 
maximum error of 2.1%. The third case is a dimensional horizontal 
channel including flexible microcantilever in a fluidic cell (Khanafer 
et al. [36]). The results are figured out for the streamlines and isotherms 
as in Fig. 3, which portrays very good matching between the streamlines 
and the isotherms of the present results and those reported by Khanafer 
et al. [36]. 

4. Results and discussion 

This section illustrates the results in contour maps and graphs to 
inspect the feasibility of using a flexible sheet in separating two flows in 
vertical channel. The velocity profiles and its magnetite together with 
isotherms have been in contour maps while the Nusselt number, pres-
sure drop and the thermal enhancing criterion TEC are shown plotted 
graphically. The governing parameters are set as follows. The fluid in 
both passages are set to be air, thus Prandtl number is Pr = 0.71. Rey-
nolds number in either passages are set within the laminar regime, ReL,R 
= 100–500. The dimensionless elasticity modulus is set as E = 10,4 10,5 

10,10 where the lower value refers to the most flexible sheet while the 
higher one accounts for rigid sheet. Temperature ratio rt = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. 
Richardson number in both passages have been taken equivalent (RiL =

RiR = 1). To have a readable display of the results, they are categorized 
as follow. 

4.1. Impact of temperature ratio, rt 

The effect or rt on the profiles and magnitude of the velocity and the 
isotherms are depicted in Fig. 4 for Reynolds number ReL of the left 
passage LP is greater than that of the right passage RP. Since we set the 
left wall as hotter than the right wall and since the inlet velocities into 
the two passages are equal, the fluid in the LP receives more heat energy 
and, therefore, exhibits less viscus effect and high buoyancy force. These 

two effects engage with the rising forced fluid and resulting in boosting 
the velocity of the fluid. According to the mass balance in both passages 
and based on the incompressible assumption, the increase of the velocity 
is possible only when the cross-sectional area of the flow decreases. 
Hence, owing to the boosted velocity, the role of the flexible sheet 
triggers to stretch towards the LP. The stretch is seen notably apart from 
its two fixed ends. The velocity profiles of the LP look flatter than those 
of RP, this is because the lower viscus effect in the LP. The maps of the 
isotherms presented in Fig. 4 show that the thermal boundary layer 
adjacent to the left wall is thinner than that of the right wall because the 
higher temperature difference. Moreover, it is expected that the prop-
agation of the boundary along y-axis is influenced by the waviness of the 
flexible sheet. This effect is not clearly appear in the contour maps, but it 
does in the variation of the average Nusselt number on both walls of the 
channel which is plotted transiently in Fig. 5. The figure shows the 
transient variation of the average Nusselt number Nu(t)av along the 
entire inspected time (t = 100) for both walls. The waviness of the 

Fig. 7. Average Nusselt number for different values of ReL for both left and 
right walls, for ReR = 200, rt = 0.5 and E = 105. 

Fig. 8. Velocity magnitude (upper row) and isotherms (lower row) for different 
values of ReR = 100 (left), 300(center), 500(right) for ReL = 300, rt = 0.5 and E 
= 105. 
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flexible sheet disturbs the thermal boundary layer adjacent to the left 
wall and thus affects the Nu(t)av of the LP notably while the right Nu(t)av 
is less affected. Contrarily, the impact of temperature ratio rt is seen 
notably on the right wall where the Nu(t)av increases with rt due to the 
enhancement of temperature gradient there. The left Nu(t)av decreases 
with rt because the fluid gets hotter. In the coming subsections, the 
variation of the Nusselt number will be discussed in more details. 

4.2. Impact of Reynolds numbers, ReL and ReR 

Figs. 6–7 depict the effect of ReL while Figs. 8–9 depict the effect of 
ReR. By fixing ReR and rt at 200 and 0.5, respectively, Fig. 6 shows that 
when ReL = 100, the flexible wall stretches towards the RP. This 
behavior is because of the dominance of the inertial force over the viscus 
force in the RP. This effect is seen in the lower part of the channel, while 
in the upper part, the fluid in the LP gets hotter and then the buoyancy 
force serves in boosting the lift of the fluid faster. Therefore, the flexible 
sheet stretches to the left in order to compensate the increase in the 
velocity. On the other hand, the other velocity maps of ReL > ReR show 
only one action that is the stretching towards the LP as illustrated pre-
viously. Having a glance to the temperature maps, two features can be 
inferred namely, at the mid height of the channel, thermal boundary 
layers of ReL = 300 and 500 are thinner than other situations because 
they undergo to the disturbance exerted by the stretched flexible sheet. 
Regarding ReL = 100, the thermal boundary layer contracts in the upper 
part of the channel where it undergoes to the stretched flexible sheet. 
The second feature is that the boundary layer adjacent to the left wall 
becomes thinner and thinner with ReL. This is because of the dominance 
of the inertial force over the viscus force, which in turn serves in 
conveying more heat by convection mechanism. This is demonstrated in 
Fig. 7 where the left Nu(t)av increases significantly with ReL. Contrarily, 
the Nu(t)av of the RP shows maximum peaks with the lower ReL = 100 
where in this case, the flexible sheet stretches towards the RP. The figure 
reveals, in general, noticeable waviness of Nu(t)av when the flexible 
sheet becomes closer to either channel wall. 

To get more inspection on the role of Reynolds number, we fixed ReL 
at 300 and studied the variation of ReR as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. When 
ReR = 100, the flexible sheet stretches severely towards the LP which 
possess, relatively, more inertial and less viscus forces. This attribution 
because the velocity profiles are almost uniform in the contraction zone. 
On the other hand, the lower Reynolds number in the RP can be inter-
preted by the dominance of the viscus force, which is demonstrated by 
the parabolic velocity profiles. The corresponding isotherms exhibit 

thick boundary layer in the RP for the same reason. The middle column 
of the velocity and the isotherms (Fig. 8) refers to equivalent Reynolds 
numbers in both passages. The stretching is nearly equivalent, however, 
the high temperature left wall contributes in attracting the flexible sheet 
in the upper part of the passage. When ReR > ReL (the right column of 
Fig. 8), the velocity profiles of the RP are mostly uniform because the 
weak viscus effect and as a result, the thermal boundary layer becomes 
thinner. This behavior can be ascertained by the transient average 
Nusselt number Nu(t)av where it increases in the RP and exhibits a wavy 
trend with increasing ReR as shown in Fig. 9. On the other hand, ReR 
imposes an adverse effect on the Nu(t)av. This is mainly due to that when 
the flexible sheet stretches towards the RP at higher ReR, the variations 
of fluid temperatures within a contracted zone mitigate. 

Fig. 9. Average Nusselt number for different values of ReR for both left (L) and 
right (R) walls ReL = 300, rt = 0.5 and E = 105. 

Fig. 10. Velocity magnitude (upper row) and isotherms (lower row) for 
different values of E = 104 (left), 105 (center), 1010 (right) for ReL = 300, ReR =

200 and rt = 0.5. 
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4.3. Impact of elasticity modulus, E 

Three distinct values of the dimensionless modulus of elasticity (E) of 
the flexible sheet have been tested for ReL = 300 and ReR = 200 and 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 reveals extensive deformation of the 
flexible sheet when it made from an elastic material so that E = 10.4 This 
passive deformation disturbs the velocity profiles and thermal boundary 
layers in both passages. The deformation is mitigated when E is raised to 
105 and the flexible sheet looks as rigid separator when E is farther set at 
10.10 For this rigid sheet, the velocity profiles in the RP are symmetric 
while in the LP, they are not so symmetric because the heat received 
from the left wall produces higher temperature variations within the 
passage. It is worth to mention that the rigid separator is considered as a 
reference case to judge the roles of its flexibility. Fig. 11 demonstrates 
the cyclic variation of the Nu(t)av of both passages when E = 10.4 These 
unsteady cycles reflect the severe deformation of the separator. In order 
to get thorough conception about the process of heat transfer, the 
transient Nusselt number Nu(t)av should be averaged again but along the 
whole time (t = 0–100) and the friction factor is also should be 
considered. These two dimensionless quantities along with the perfor-
mance criterion are inspected in the following section. 

4.4. The importance of flexible separator 

To assess the benefit of using flexible sheet as a separator between 
two fluids, we averaged the Nusselt number and the pressure drop for 
each passage along the channel walls and along the whole time as shown 
in Equ. (10). Then, the thermal enhancement criterion TEC (Equ. (11)) is 
collected and figured out. 

For fixed ReR = 200 and E = 10,5 Fig. 12 (a) endorsed what were 
pointed out in Figs. 5 and 7 that is Nuav of the left passage augments with 
ReL and declines with rt. The augmentation is due to the decrease in the 
viscus force while the declination is due to the decrease in the temper-
ature difference between the left wall and the fluid which gets hotter 
with rt. Because of ReR is fixed at 200, then Nuav of the RP is not 
influenced by the ReL while it significantly increases with rt because of 
the increase in the temperature difference close to the right wall. The 
pressure drop ΔP (Fig. 12 (b)), in general, declines with ReL. The 
decrease of ΔP in the LP is directly due to the increase of ReL which 

decreases the viscus force, while the decrease of ΔP in the RP is indi-
rectly due to the increase of heat transmitted to the RP from the left one. 
It is also observed that for a given rt, the ΔP of the RP is lower than that 
of the LP. This because of the flexible sheet always stretches to the left 
side, which creates contracted and expanded zones in the left and right 
passages, respectively. However, the curves of ΔP asymptote with 
increasing ReL especially for rt = 0.5. This asymptotic behavior implies 
to the flexible sheet reaches its maximum deformation and no further 
stretching with E = 105 beyond ReL = 500. 

As an overall criterion of the thermal performance of either passage, 
the thermal enhancement criterion TEC is adopted and the case of the 
rigid separator having E = 1010 has been considered as a reference case. 
Fig. 12 (c) portrays that transporting heat to the RP is feasible where the 
values of TEC is greater than unity for all ReL’s. On the other hand, the 
LP experience poor performance as its TEC drops noticeably with ReL 
despite the noticeable higher Nusselt number in the LP. This explains 
that the pressure drop is the key parameter in such a geometry. How-
ever, for both passages, the higher value of rt = 0.5 exhibits the best 
performance than other lower rt’s values. Thus, it can be inferred that 
the temperature ratio of the channel walls also plays a significant role in 
enhancing the process of heat transfer. 

Fixing ReL at 300 and E at 10,5 Fig. 13 (a) shows that raising ReR 
boosts the Nuav of the RP and slightly weakens it in the LP. The attri-
bution of these two effects can be referred to the increase of inertia force 
in the RP which extracts more heat from the right wall, thus the fluid 
there gets hotter and since the flexible sheet is perfectly conductive, the 
fluid in the LP is affected also namely, the rate of heat transfer declines. 
The aforementioned figures of Nuav, which show the increase of Nuav in 
the RP with rt and its reduction in LP supports this explanation. 

The pressure drop in both passages decreases with ReR and rt as well 
(Fig. 13(b)). This can be referred to the decay of the viscus force 
resulting from the rise of fluid temperature in both passages. Combining 
the observations of Figs. 13 (a) and (b), the trends of TEC in Fig. 13 (c) 
show that the performance of the LP improves with ReR and rt but never 
reaches the feasibility demand i.e. never exceeds unity. However, the 
performance of the RP meets the feasibility demand but decreases 
slightly with ReR. 

To assess the main goal of this paper, Fig. 14 discovers the effects of 
the dimensionless modulus of elasticity E on the performance of the 
separated double channels. Fig. 14 (a) shows the enhancement of the 
average Nusselt number Nuav of the LP with decreasing E, i.e. with 
making the separating sheet more flexible, where at ReL = 500, the 
enhancement in Nuav when E is changed from 1010 to 104 is about 6%. 
This mainly because of the oscillating flexible sheet disturbs the thermal 
boundary layer adjacent to the left wall of the channel. While the right 
wall is distant from the influence of the oscillated separator, therefore, 
decreasing E, marginally affects the right Nuav. 

The variation of the pressure drop (Fig. 14 (b)) elucidates two 
important aspects. The first is that the highly oscillating separating sheet 
(E = 104) produces higher pressure drops in both passages and this 
because of the continuous changes of the cross-sectional area of the flow. 
The second aspect is that the rigid separation causes the lowest pressure 
drop within the LP, while it is irrespective of ReL within the RP. How-
ever, a critical value of E arises within the right passages where at which 
the lowest pressure is associated. This value is E = 105 which is an in-
termediate between the rigid and highly flexible separator. 

The TEC portrayed in Fig. 14 (c) explains that flexible wall is feasible 
at a certain value of the elasticity modulus namely at E = 105 which is an 
intermediate between E = 104 (more flexible) and E = 1010 (rigid). The 
highly flexible separator (E = 104) reduces the performance significantly 
and this is mainly due to the incurred pressure drop. 

Fig. 11. Average Nusselt number for different values of E for both left and right 
walls for ReL = 300, ReR = 200 and rt = 0.5. 
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Fig. 12. Impact of rt on the (a) average Nusselt number, (b) Pressure difference 
(Δp) and (c) TEC as a function of ReL for both left and right passage walls, for 
ReR = 200 and E = 105. 

Fig. 13. Impact of rt on the (a) average Nusselt number, (b) Pressure difference 
and (c) TEC as a function of ReR for both left and right passage walls, for ReL =

300 and E = 105. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper it has been shown how a flexible wall can be applied to 
separate two fluids flowing up in a double passages vertical channel. A 
novel oscillating separator has been introduced to excite the thermal 
boundary layers on the heated wall and hence improves the heat transfer 
process. The problem is studied in dimensionless form and several per-
tained parameters have been inspected. The governing equations have 
been solved numerically using FEM coupled with ALE approach. The 
following outlines are drawn as concluding remarks.  

(a) The enhancement of heat transfer is possible in either passage 
with the aid of using a flexible separator rather than rigid sepa-
rator which is common in the previous applications. A 6% 
enhancement in the Nusselt number of the left passage, which 
comprises the higher temperature, is obtained by changing the 
separator from a rigid to a flexible.  

(b) The enhancement of the Nusselt number is, unfortunately is 
encompassed by an increase in the pressure drop, where for the 
same case of 6% increase in the Nusselt number, the pressure 
drop raises by about 200%. However, the thermal performance 
criterion TEC is about 0.73 which is not so feasible.  

(c) Regarding the right passage, which is comprised with the lower 
temperature difference, the enhancement of Nusselt number due 
to the flexibility nature of the separator is marginal. However, the 
encompassed pressure drop declines noticeably therefore the 
global TEC shows a promised value, about 1.08.  

(d) The temperature ratio between the two heated walls rt plays a 
significant role in improving the thermal enhancement criterion. 
The higher the rt is the higher the Nusselt number in the right 
passage, the lower the pressure drop in both passages and the 
higher the TEC in both passages.  

(e) Although the gain of Nusselt number using flexible separation is 
relatively low, this mechanism is a promised strategy because it is 
passive and can be investigated farther by including the 
Richardson number and the passage width as pertained 
parameters. 
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